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PREFACE

These memoirs which I have written are largely an attempt to sketch images of wonderful people I
have met and some of the very exciting places I have been during my life.
There is also an overriding spiritual component based on my belief in Almighty God.
To make the text as interesting and as enjoyable as possible, I have selected pictures which
hopefully are of interest.
I sincerely hope that this story will be interesting to at least some members of my family, and some
of the mostly excellent people I have met and worked with during my life.
Ireland is a small country so, in my opinion, to grow in experience and in other ways possibly one
should go abroad for a while and meet world class people and strive as hard as possible to match
their standards and levels of competence.
I would like to thank my wonderful parents (Figs 1 and 2) for all they did for me and the great
sacrifices they made in bringing me up and educating me and also my three elder sisters.
Then there are the wonderful staff who provided education, employment and leadership. I cannot
thank all of them enough but wish to try to do so nonetheless.

Fig. 1. My father, Second Lieutenant Ernest
Molyneux (1894-1956) in his World War One
Royal Flying Corps Uniform

Fig. 2. My mother, Marjorie Lillian, nee Hannon
(1896-1977) in the early 1920’s
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1. OUR EARLY DAYS AT THE DECOY (1936-46)
Our lovely farm, The Decoy (Fig. 3) was/is
three miles south of Dunlavin, and a short
distance past Tynte Park and on the road to
Baltinglass. It was ~150 acres in area and is
mostly at an elevation of 600-700 feet
(~200m) above sea level. It has a cover of
glacial soil and gravel above schist
surrounding the Leinster Granite. It was
not fertile soil and was chemically acid
which led to a cover of rushes in the
boggier areas. There were some very nice
rows of trees on ditches, and groves of
trees at the back and front of the house.
Fig. 3. The Decoy residence in 1950, viewed from
There was a lovely view towards the
the tennis court.
beautiful Wicklow Mountains.
These
mountains made a very attractive backdrop
to The Decoy and they consist of The Scalp near Holywood, Church Mountain, Kilcoagh, Lugnaquilla
and Keadeen, near Baltinglass. They are rounded by glaciation and constitute the headwaters and
source of The River Slaney.
We also owned two similar sized farms, Copelands some two kilometres to the east, and at
Castlefish eleven kilometres away near Kilcullen.
My father damaged his eyesight, aged four, by eating the heads off some sulphur matches. He was
then educated by a governess at home and then for two years at The High School in Dublin.
Though he served with distinction in the British Royal Flying Corps, he was not properly trained to
farm. He was also left in debt by his father in 1932 and he never managed to pay off this debt and
save our farms which were sold cheaply when he died in 1956.
His elder brother Bertie (Bartholomew) qualified as a medical doctor with a gold medal at Trinity
College in 1909. He became an asylum doctor in England and, very unfortunately, died in 1918. We
were told that he died of a weak heart but it seems much more likely that he died of the then
prevalent Spanish ‘Flu.
The Decoy was our home and it seems that the Molyneux family had owned it since 1752. Very
thankfully our forebears came through the 1798 uprising without the place being attacked or
damaged. This was very fortunate as at that time most Protestant homesteads in the area were
burnt.
Much later in The Troubles from 1918-22 our property, very thankfully, was not damaged, though
at least two of our guns were stolen on a Sunday morning while our Grandfather was at St. Nicholas
church in Dunlavin.
We did a lot of tillage at The Decoy but crop yields were low mostly due to the altitude and now
only livestock are kept in the area. Some tillage was compulsory and therefore was farmed at a loss.
4

The farm was good for horses and my father managed to breed one winner, State Secret, which he
sold as a yearling. After being trained it went on to win a number of races in England and be well
enough known to be listed among the prominent horses of the 1950’s.
The tennis court tended to be damp but nonetheless gave a lot of fun for family and social tennis,
and for very well run tennis parties . Tennis parties were great social occasions and were
accompanied by wonderful teas. .

Fig. 3a. Molyneux Family Tree compiled by Robin Hanan mostly from Sir Thomas Molyneux who
was sent to Ireland by Queen Elizabeth I in 1572.
An interesting event was during World War Two when a German officer interned at The Curragh
was temporarily released so that he could join in the tennis parties. After them unfortunately he
had to return to captivity at The Curragh.
Reportedly generally German servicemen stranded in Eire were imprisoned whereas British
servicemen tended to be allowed to escape.
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Fig. 4. Our social group (mostly for tennis and bridge) at “The Chalet” near Dunlavin in 1950. It
belonged to Willie and Eileen Merry who are left of Rev. Reggie Lowe, Church of Ireland Rector of
Dunlavin in the front row.
The grounds of The Decoy were laid out in Victorian times and really needed a gardener to maintain
them properly. This was not possible after The Great Depression so annually men were taken from
the farm to plant the lovely begonia bed and dig a trench for the manure for the long row of sweet
peas. My Mother was a very keen gardener and took great pride in these beds every year.
During most of World War Two, and in normal times, our father took our poultry produce to sell to
private customers in Dublin. In wartime he left The Decoy at ~4am with our mare Sissy and she
pulled a large two-wheeled cart very competently. He collected about a hundred dozen eggs from
quite a number of neighbours and sold them to private customers at a profit of a shilling a dozen.
He returned to our farm after his weekly two day trip with his vehicle loaded with cheap (1.5
penny) stale loaves from the Johnson Mooney and O’Brien Bakery in Ballsbridge.
Sissy knew the location of almost every customer so she needed little direction in the long Dublin
egg-round. The ~four hour trip back to The Decoy was made the following day after an overnight
stop at our Cousin Sim and his wife Lily in Ranelagh. Sissy stayed in a stable nearby.
6

Fig. 5. My sisters from left to right: “Joy” (Marjorie Grace, 1924-2013), Me Thomas Gordon,
b.1936, “Beau” (Pearl Rosemary, 1926-2009) and Maeve Elizabeth, b. 1927.
My Father was keen on shooting which he did mostly on our farms and on surrounding properties.
I became very keen on shooting with both a rifle and a shotgun, though much later in my life, very
thankfully, gave my shotgun away.
We Protestants and our Roman Catholic friends went to separate schools but we enjoyed each
other’s company walking on the roads to Dunlavin. In this context it is noteworthy how well
children usually get on together. For example the Catholics used to pull our legs that ‘today we
must have a fight between the Protestant Dogs and the (more numerous) Catholic Cats’!
Protestants were only ~5% of the population in Southern Ireland but were nearly all well treated
and appreciated by Catholics. Some Anglo-Irish mostly Protestants went to boarding schools in
Northern Ireland largely to avoid having to learn Irish. Southern Ireland (Eire) did not prosper
between the wars mainly because there was little investment from outside and also dueto
largescale emigration.
There was little wire on the ditches surrounding the fields and they were mostlyconstructed with
layered hawthorn bushes. Thus the whole area was ideal for foxhunting and for those who on
horseback could jump the ditches and banks around the fields. If there were wire strands which
needed to be cut someone following the hunt usually obliged, and then later repaired them again.
There was a foxearth on Raheen only about a kilometre from our house. The night before a hunt,
along with other earths, it was closed up. This cruelly trapped the foxes above ground before the
hunt which after daybreak then chased and commonly killed them. Hunting of foxes by hounds is
now illegal and hounds now follow a drag hunt instead.
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Fig. 6. My sister Joy with our Father, Ernest, at her marriage to Tony Hanan in Dunlavin in 1950.
My sister Maeve had immense courage on horseback and, with her very large horse Fergus (>17
hands), was always up with the leaders of the hunt. I believe that, had she been coached, she could
have become an international showjumper of great merit.
A great event was the threshing of corn in the autumn of each year. The corn had been cut with a
reaper and binder in August or September. In some years crops were lost due to their being
‘lodged’ (flattened) by excessive rain and wind. Corn was harvested in the fields into sheaves,
stooks and handstacks. It was then put into ricks in the “haggart” near our house. There it was
threshed by a threshing machine drawn by, and operated by a very dramatic and powerful steam
engine. Our neighbour Mr. Manley owned and came with these machines and he was one of the
nicest and kindest people one could hope to meet.
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Fig. 7. Molyneux Family Group at The Decoy in the early 1920s. From left to right are Grace
Molyneux, Bridie Bolster, Thomas Molyneux and my mother, Marjorie Lillian, nee Hannon.
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2. GLOUCESTER HOUSE 1946-48 AND PORTORA ROYAL SCHOOL
(1948-54)
2.1Gloucester House (1946-48)
I was extremely privileged and fortunate to have been sent to Gloucester House Preparatory School
in September 1946. I was only 10 years old and earlier had not been long away from home. I was
very soft and took to boarding school badly but after a couple of weeks I began to settle down
there.
There were wonderful staff there; Mr. J.V. Tapley was headmaster and his lovely wife was matron.
Miss Lizzie Hunt was an excellent general teacher there, and she had been at the school since 1915.
The upper school is Portora Royal which is only a couple of hundred metres up the hill from
Gloucester House. Masters like The Late Paddy Rice came down from the main school to give
classes at Gloucester House, and then went back again after they had finished.
In most afternoons there were games, rugby in the winter, and cricket in the summer. The cricket
was played on the top of the hill on a flat area which, towards the end of World War Two, had been
levelled through the great kindness of American forces based at nearby Castle Archdale.
The rugby fields were by Lough Erne and tended to be damp as they were near its high watermark
We joined the main school in choir singing, the highlight of which was commemorating the
anniversary of the death on 20 November 1947 of old Portorian Henry Francis Lyte (1793-1847).
We sang live on the BBC some of his most famous hymns: ‘Praise My Soul the King of Heaven’ and
‘Abide with Me’, etc.
For the record, in the time of H. F. Lyte, the then headmaster of Portora, Dr. Robert Burrowes
recognised his ability and paid the boys fees and welcomed him into his own family during the
holidays.

2.2

Portora Royal School (1948-54)

The name Portora comes from what used to be a harbour at The Old Castle which is beside the
“narrows” of Lough Erne. It is on the north end of the hill which is a drumlin (long oval hill of glacial
material) and on which Portora is built.
There is an ancient graveyard on Devenish Island which is a few kilometres down the lake and in
early days corpses were taken to this graveyard via the harbour near Portora at The Old Castle. As
it was a very sad occasion for the friends and relatives of the deceased, they wept as the coffins
departed, and thus it became known as the “port of tears” (Portora). Now very unfortunately a
move is afoot by Sinn Fein to change the school’s name to Enniskillen Grammar School.
I was very fortunate to have been in Ulster House (one of four) of which the housemaster was The
Late George Andrews (Fig. 8)). This was very fortunate for me as George liked me and provided me
with excellent direction and support during all the time I was there. He was a strict disciplinarian
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and in ~1937 had been the rowing cox at Sydney Sussex College in Cambridge University. He came
to Portora in 1937 and then went to join the British Armed Forces at the start of World War Two.
When France fell in 1940 he joined the French Resistance Movement in Vichy France. He was a
fluent French speaker and reportedly, among other things, was involved in smuggling Jews to safety
out of Vichy, France. For this wonderful work he was awarded a “Croix De Guerre”; a token of his
bravery which he fully deserved.
Academically I found that I was able to keep
up with the different classes, particularly
geography in which I almost always came first
in our yearly exams. However in mathematics
I did not properly grasp the basic principles of
algebra and calculus.
Douglas Graham allowed me to keep a ferret
with which I used to catch rabbits mostly at
Derrygore on the other side of The Narrows.
We did some dramatics, both among
performances between the different houses
and also in a communal school play. There
was a good stage in The Steele Hall and
Captain Jack Wheeler very competently
organised scenery and a very good backdrop
to the proceedings. Ulster won the house play
competition in 1953 and I was given a prize for
the best small part acting performance.
There was very little bullying and this spoke
well of the very good level of human relations
which existed in the school.

Fig. 8. George Andrews, M.A. in his “Grand
Master” Masonic Uniform in ~1980

One of the most positive features of the school was/is its physical situation on a hill (drumlin) in
beautiful countryside. Lovely Lough Erne borders the northeast side of the school grounds and is
ideal for rowing at which the school generally excels. Very thankfully I found an outlet in rowing
and Lough Erne beside the school was a wonderful venue for this (Fig 9).
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Fig. 9. Portora Royal School Senior Rowing VIII which rowed at Henley Royal Regatta in
1954.Coxswain in front John Swan.
In 1954 we had a good senior rowing VIII which won The Head of the Lagan race at Belfast and
broke the existing record at that time by nearly a minute. This was due mainly to a very strong
following wind such as we were used to rowing in on Lough Erne. Rowing is a learned sport in
which crews of average athletic ability can learn to excel.
In June we went to Henley Royal Regatta and did well in The Princess Elizabeth Cup. My Father was
there and George Andrews put him in the umpire’s launch which followed our first race. Thankfully
we won it against University College School, having led all the way up the course. The following day
we lost by 2/3 of a boat length to Oundle School who later lost in the final to Winchester College.
Douglas Graham was the wonderful headmaster. He had attended Portora as a boy, was the British
University Light-heavyweight boxing champion (“Portora, The School on the Hill”, 2008, Editor Ian
Scales). It is also reported that he was heavyweight champion of the British Navy during World War
Two.
He was strong, kind, confident and warm-hearted and was genuinely missed when he went in 1953
to be headmaster of Dean Close School in Cheltenham.
Val Rogers took his place and he seemed to me to have been more of a disciplinarian. He had a
lovely wife Mary who wrote some very good travel books on Co. Fermanagh. In my opinion Val was
a gentleman and a good headmaster.
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We were ~200 boarders and there were a lesser number of dayboys, some of whom became fully
involved in the sporting activities and distinguished themselves by getting into first teams and
crews.
Probably we boarders tended to be somewhat retarded due to our lack of normal contact with girls.
For me a very positive feature of the school was its situation in wonderful outdoors. Also there was
a wonderful and fair team of masters, as well as Miss Bell who was a very nice person and who
taught science extremely well.
Thus, for me, attending Gloucester House and Portora was an excellent and extremely privileged
start to my life and attending Portora prepared the way for my going on to university (Trinity
College Dublin) and then pursuing my career in industry (Anglo American Corporation, De Beers
Corp) and onwards.
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3. TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN 1954-8
On leaving Portora in 1954 a number of us went to Trinity College Dublin. Some of us were unsure
what courses we should take but at that time, for example, in Natural Science, one did six subjects
in one’s first year. A few years later this was reduced to four. However the advantage of doing
several subjects in one’s first year was that one could obtain a knowledge of botany, geology and
zoology which one had not studied previously. Very fortunately I and my friend Pat Maguire chose
geology and physics and this led to our having mostly very interesting and rewarding careers. Also
geology mostly does not generally require advanced mathematical abilities.
Our senior rowing VIII was good in 1954-5 as we had a physically strong, skilled and experienced
DUBCcrew. However very unfortunately we were not coached to row our best in races. This was
most regrettable as at Henley Royal Regatta in The Ladies Plate, which we could have won our race
against Queen’s College Oxford et. seq. We were half a length down coming past the milepost and
the enclosures, but we were striking much too low at only 30 strokes a minute. We should have
raised this rate to ~40 strokes a minute and have won decisively by doing so. Queens College
Cambridge then went on to win in The Ladies Plate by beating Lady Margaret B.C. Cambridge in the
final. A win for us in this event would have been extremely encouraging for us (Fig.10).

Fig. 10. D.U.B.C. Senior Rowing VIII which lost at Henley Royal Regatta by half a length to Queen’s
College, Oxford. Queen’s College Cambridge were the eventual winner of this Ladies Plate in
1955. (Coxswain in front Roger Rolfe)
At Portora there was a very good team of geology lecturers under the leadership of the Late
Professor Daniel Gill (Fig. 11). He had worked for about ten years for The Burma Oil Company and
had found some small oil fields along the forefront of the Himalayas, mostly in The Punjab. He then
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lectured at Nottingham University for a few years before taking up the post of Professor of Geology
at Trinity College Dublin from 1952-61. He had a very warm and dynamic personality and on field
trips, where possible, he used to play the piano in the evenings and lead very enjoyable singsongs in
which everyone took part.
He was a good field geologist and made the first worldwide
identification of “sand volcanoes” in The Carboniferous
Rocks along the Atlantic coast in the vicinity of Kilkee, Co.
Clare. This was an original discovery and the “volcanoes”
were produced when the sediments of turbidity (flows)
currents finally settled as sand on the sea floor, and the
fluid they contained rose as small volcanoes ~30cm in
diameter.
Professor Gill was a friend of the very eminent Professor P.
H. Keunen from The Netherlands. Keunen was the leading
sedimentologist in his day and in 1958 they wrote a paper
together on these sand volcanoes in slumps in the
carboniferous rocks of Co. Clare, Ireland. (Jour. Geol.Soc
London, 133, p441-460). Professor Gill’s wife Betty was a
fine artist and, in other ways, she was also a most
accomplished person.
Ken Coe was an igneous petrologist and a very good field
mapper, mostly of granitic rocks. He wrote his PhD on a
portion of The Leinster Granite near its southern boundary
in Co. Wexford. He welcomed people to go field mapping
with him and this was a very valuable experience. Before
coming to TCD he had worked for five years for the British
Geological Survey in West Africa.

Fig. 11. Dr. William Daniel Gill,
Professor of Geology at TCD from
1952 to 1961

Frank Mitchell was on the geological staff and was an expert on Quaternary Geology. He was a
world authority on the examination of pollen grains and the glacial and interglacial episodes over
the last million years or so. .
We had a wonderful technician in John Hand who much earlier in the 1920’s had worked with the
famous Professor John Joly. John Hand always remembered very positively graduates who
returned to the Department and he madeone feel wanted and important.
Professor Ernest Walton (Fig. 12) was the wonderful Professor of Physics, a post he had held since
1946. Studying physics under him, particularly after he and John Cockcroft were awarded the Nobel
Prize for splitting the lithium atom in the 1930s was a privilege.
TCD in the 1950s was quite different from now and was British orientated and very international in
flavour. About 25% of the graduates came from overseas and they brightened up The University a
very great deal. At that time there were ~2,000 students whereas now there are ~16,000.
The university was then financially independent so did not have to defer to, or be influenced by
Irish institutions. There was there some anti-Catholic feeling, in TCD, towards UCD and the Catholic
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Church. However in 1961 TCD had to give up its financial independence and alter its course
accordingly.
Trinity College Dublin considered itself to be a world leader and in this context the Department of
Medicine was visited by a group of doctors from The USA who said that they thought it was
underequipped. However it always led in maternity largely due to the number of babies that had to
be delivered in the overcrowded, run-down Georgian buildings in Mountjoy Square and its vicinity.
Maternity work in this area was done mostly from the Rotunda Hospital situated at the north end
of O’Connell Street.
The university always emphasised its reciprocal and still current ties with St. John’s College,
Cambridge University, and Oriel College, Oxford University.
TCD definitely felt like a world class university and, for example the Late Ernest Walton along with
Sir John Cockcroft, was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1951. In 1932 they had split the
atom for the first time at the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge University. Sir Ernest Rutherford
who was in charge of the laboratory recommended John Cockcroft and Ernest Walton for a Nobel
Prizes in 1937 but this was not finally awarded until 1951.
Ernest Walton moved into academia in 1934 and in 1946 he became Head of Department of Physics
at TCD. It was suggested that he did this because he had a full Christian belief and therefore did not
want to become further involved in nuclear research which might have, and did, lead to the
production of the atomic and hydrogen bombs. In this context one of his Christian statements was
“One way to study the mind of The Creator is to study his Creation”. Shortly before his death in
1995, aged 91 he very generously presented his Nobel Prize Medal to TCD (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Dr. E. T.S. Walton, Fellow Emeritus presents his Nobel Medal for Science to Thomas Noel
Mitchell, Provost, TCD in 1994. Dr. Walton was Professor of Physics at TCD from 1946 to 1974.
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The TCD Provost in the 1950’s was Professor A. J.
O’Connell and he kept a low profile and he was later
commended for his competence and organising
abilities.
In the 1950’s none of the TCD athletic teams was
world class though Joey Gaston played rugby for
Ireland.
In The Examination Hall there is a portrait of William
Molyneux (1650-1698). His brother, Sir Thomas
Molyneux, was Professor of Medicine at TCD and is
our direct Molyneux ancestor. . (Fig. 13)

Fig. 13. Portrait of William Molyneux (1656-1698)
in the TCD Examination Hall. The Molyneux crest is
attached.
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4. TANGANYIKA (TANZANIA) 1959-60.
Partly due to suffering from depression, I did very badly in my final examinations at TCD in
September 1958. However people were immensely kind and helpful to me and I was very fortunate
to be offered a job by Mr. J. A. Pateman, personnel officer of The Anglo American Corporation of
South Africa Ltd. He had visited us in The Geology Department in March 1958 and told us that if we
qualified with good examination results he would give us jobs prospecting for minerals in Africa. He
gave me a job as a field geologist, and I left for South African 22nd January 1959. I went on a Union
Castle boat (The Edinburgh Castle) from Southampton and arrived in Capetown early in February. I
was very pleased about this though the Apartheid Government in South Africa was very unpopular
at the time. Oddly enough this did not much affect us as field geologists and, though our black staff
were badly paid, we mostly worked happily and productively together.
After a thirty-six hour journey by train across The Karoo I arrived in Johannesburg and went to the
Anglo American offices at 44 and 45 Main Street. It was a Friday and I met Dr. Arnold Waters who
was the Chief Geologist and a long term member of the famous Northern Rhodesian geological
team of The Late Dr. Austin Bancroft. That team had been based in The Northern Rhodesian
(Zambian) Copperbelt in the 1930s and they had great success in exploring for, and bringing huge
copper mines to the production stage. This team was also legendary for its hard work, self-reliance,
dedication and Spartan approach to field work.
They geologically mapped a large portion of Northern Rhodesia in great detail along parallel
surveyed and cut lines, and this proved to be of great value in finding new giant copper mines
(Bancroft, Nchanga, etc.)
The flight north to Tanganyika was a bumpy trip in an old Dakota (DC3). Mwadui was our
destination and it was the name of the operating diamond mine which had been discovered in 1940
after much very harrowing and courageous work by The Late Dr. John Williamson. Dr. Williamson
made this mine his home and for example declined an attempt by De Beers to take it over when he
was visited by Mr Harry Oppenheimer in 1952.
Dr. Williamson died in 1957 and left the mine to his brother Percy who lived in Canada. He in turn
in 1958 sold it jointly to De Beers and The Provisional Tanganyikan Government. Part of the
agreement reached was that De Beers would prospect all of Tanganyika for diamonds within a
period of five years. However this was changed in 1959 to only two years, which was in fact a
nearly impossible assignment.
I was the first geologist along with Australian Sam Terry to be sent by De Beers to Mwadui. Dr.
Louis Murray looked after the geology of the mine and took over supervising the field work after
Mousseau Tremblay left for Canada in April 1959. Initially Mousseau was in charge of the regional
field work. He was very competent, energetic and enthusiastic and a leader in the real sense of the
word.
Under Mousseau’s excellent leadership we went walking and sampling and stayed in the bush in
“fly camps”. On these trips we went walking in the bush for three or four days. Where there were
well developed stream systems we took samples in them at about one mile intervals, usually along
trips of 80-95km of total length. We also sampled tributaries of main streams we followed and all
samples were panned to obtain concentrates which were sent to the Anglo American Analytical
Laboratories at Crown Mines in South Africa. There the samples were examined for garnets and
ilmenites of specific compositions and which occur only in kimberlite pipes.
18

In Tanganyika only a very small percentage of kimberlite pipes contain payable amounts of
diamonds. For example in Tanganyika a total of a few hundred kimberlite pipes were found.
However only about ten of these contain diamonds and just one is economically viable, the large
Mwadui Mine.
In doing exploration work we took gravel samples of ~20-30kg, where we found water and then
panned them to concentrate their heavy minerals. If perchance we did not encounter sufficient
water for panning, we took the samples back to the camp for treatment.
Geologists spent a few weeks in the training camp and also, while there, learnt to speak as much of
the Swahili language as possible. Initially the training camp was near Lalago, and later near
Seronera Lodge in The Serengeti Park.
In the Bush there are some poisonous snakes, mostly cobras and puff adders, so one had to be
vigilant and be prepared to move out of their striking distance should they rear up to defend
themselves. The most dangerous snakes are puff adders as they lie doggo and, as a defence and if
trodden upon, they rear up to strike backwards with a poisonous bite.
I had a couple of cobras rear up near me to strike but I was able to move out of their reach so that
they could move away to safety.
The Miombo forest had trees sufficiently widely spaced so that in many places one could drive
one’s Land Rover through them slowly. One had to watch out for antbear holes which are a hazard
and into which one’s Land Rover wheels can easily fall.
After the training camp was disbanded I worked along the Simiyu and Grumetti Rivers which flow
from the Serengeti Plains to Speke Gulf in Lake Victoria. I once had to swim across the Simiyu River
in spate as a flood came down very quickly and confined me between two flooded rivers.
Interestingly a few weeks later my friend Dr. Danilo Pedrelli had to swim across the same Simiyu
River much lower down and towards Lake Victoria. I followed him a day later and at night shone
my Land Rover lights across the river, and saw the large green eye of a crocodile situated exactly
where Danilo had crossed! The game rangers, on hearing this, were not particularly impressed and
said that the crocodiles in the Simiyu River mostly eat fish!
One day walking up the Simiyu River on the edge of the Serengeti Plain, I and my two helpers
encountered two male lions that had not yet seen us. They were ~40m away and I caught an arm
of each of my two helpers as under no circumstances should one run away in such situations.
However interestingly when they saw us they galloped off quickly, obviously frightened and no
doubt from fear of being hunted, etc.
We worked by taking soil samples on the margins of the largely dry Serengeti Plains. We were
greatly privileged to have seen the migration from the northerly Mara Territory bush region of
wildebeest and zebras out onto the Serengeti Plains. Interestingly they spread out while grazing on
the plan and individuals generally fed about 10m apart over a large area. This migration takes place
in the wet season from October to March as in the dry season from about May to September the
grass dries up and also there are no water holes on the plain and from which the game can drink.
On flattish terrain which could not be stream sampled, we traversed up to eight miles (~13km) at
right angles to a baseline, and took a soil sample every mile.
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For a while we were based at Loliondo near Lake Natron in The Rift Valley. My very good friend The
Late Mike Leaf told me that Loliondo means ‘black throat’ in the Maasai language, and it refers to a
dark line of trees leading to the village.
There were three American missionaries there. Fathers Trembell, Durning and Bourke who were
very nice people. Fathers Trembell and Durning belonged to The Holy Ghost Christian Order.
There was also an Irish veterinary officer, Dr. Dennis Branigan and his assistant Mike Leaf (he wrote
a book about his experiences and it is listed in the references).
Finally there was the very good District Commissioner, Roy Bondsell and they all made up a small
but very vital, interesting and disparate community.
There were Maasai in the area (to be precise we were in their area) and, though they were friendly,
colourful and very distinguished, they would not work for Europeans.
Mike and his wife Elizabeth were a wonderful couple and were a real ray of hope, inspiration and
sunshine for us generally lonely bachelors.
Arnold Kuenzler (Elizabeth’s father) was married to The Chieftainess of The Ikoma Tribe so he was
their de facto chief. He had swum for Switzerland in The Olympic Games of 1924. Then, when
studying architecture in Berlin he became chess champion of Germany. He was a wonderful person
to visit due to his great kindness, presence, wisdom, personality and knowledge.
We also worked along The Olduvai Gorge where Mary Leakey first found excellent
australopithecine remains in 1959. It was dry with scanty bush cover and the stream-bed was just
sand for most of the year.
We then did some work in the Central Province of Tanganyika where there is thicket as well as open
miombo forest. The thicket grows on lake beds and it’s very difficult to penetrate on foot. In
general if one could manage a speed of a kilometre and a half an hour in it, one was definitely doing
well.
At that time in the early 1960s the game rangers told us there were about 80,000 elephants in
Tanganyika as the massive poaching of them for their tusks had not yet begun.
There were also plenty of rhinoceros (rhinos) as the poaching of them for their horns with believed
aphrodisiacal properties had not yet begun.
One day, on going around a bush, I came face to face with a rhinoceros about 10 metres away.
Fortunately I remembered that the game rangers had told us never to run away from wild animals
in the bush. However I started to run away but then quickly turned around and ran towards it
waving my arms and shouting. Very thankfully it fled forthwith.
At that time in ~1960 our labourers worked for one shilling and six pence per day and commonly
only worked to obtain enough money for the annual tax they had to pay to the provisional colonial
government. They generally spoke only Swahili so therefore we had to become proficient in
speaking it. They lived mostly five in a tent and in an exemplary fashion were mostly wonderfully
cheerful almost all the time.
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Fig. 14. Our team of labourers, mostly of The Warangi Tribe, near Kondoa, Central Province,
Tanzania in 1960
There were some interesting isolated European characters in the bush; for example Europeans who
had perhaps married local girls and who could therefore no longer easily circulate freely among
Europeans. They were said to be “bushed” and they tended to be very lonely (but correctly
behaved) due to their being at least partly cut off from their own people.
There was wonderful scenery of volcanoes which are situated in The Rift Valley which extend more
or less north-south along most of the Eastern side of Africa (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Mount Kilimanjaro seen from
the south at sunset in 1962.
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5. EASTERN BUSHVELD COMPLEX AND THE THEN TRANSVAAL, 1961-6
We made a great trip initiated by my friend Danilo Pedrelli to The Far East in August 1961. We
visited India (Bombay, Delhi and Calcutta) and spent two weeks in Burma (Myanmar) mostly at an
oil rig near Mandalay and belonging to The Burma Oil Company. My friend Clive Tyner from Trinity
College Dublin was the geologist in charge there and he obtained the loan of two polo ponies left by
the departed British colonialists and on which we rode and scouted around.
We also visited Malaya, Hong Kong and Mysore State in India. It was an enlightening and
worthwhile trip which opened up much wonderful new territory for us.
We then returned to Tanganyika (Mwadui) and flew on to Johannesburg in an old “workhorse” De
Beers DC3.
The Anglo American Corporation had bought the small company, Transvaal Vanadium Ltd. which
was extracting vanadium from a nearly vertical vanadiferous magnetite pipe in the Bushveld
Complex at Kennedy’s Vale in the Steelpoort Valley.
I had the great good fortune to be sent to work in The Eastern Bushveld Complex at Roossenekal
which is in the upper reaches of the Steelpoort River Valley. Our job was forward-looking and was
to evaluate the open cast reserves of the Main Magnetite Seam (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Me beside The Main Magnetite (V-bearing) seam of The Bushveld Complex in 1962, at
Magnet Heights in Sekhukhuneland.
It was straightforward work and we used alidades and plane tables for surveying purposes. Pits
were dug every 300’ (~90m) along these lines by our very good Ndebele and Pedi labourers. The
seam was carefully sampled in the pits and analyses were made for contents of Ti, V and Fe. Our
job was to evaluate the opencast reserves of The Main Magnetic Seam . This Main Seam was
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carefully sampled in geometrically arranged pits and it is ~1.5 to 2 metres thick. It was analysed for
titanium, vanadium and iron.
We also supervised some diamond drilling which was being done to check the regularity of the
downwards extension of the Main Magnetite Seam.
My friend Kevin McQuillin was in charge of operations so fortunately he decided to look after the
drill and he therefore sent me to Magnet Heights where there is quite wonderful geology and rock
exposure.
Nearly all of the soil had been eroded away there due to the very steep topography, so it is the best
place in the whole Bushveld Complex to study the rocks of the Main and Upper Zones.
The active erosion taking place in Sekhukhuneland is considered to be due to the advance of an
escarpment which was originally formed when The African Continent broke away from
Gondwanaland ~100 million years ago.
We used the usual configuration of lines and pits and we surveyed the whole farm where almost
the entire Upper Zone is wonderfully exposed.
About half of the world’s vanadium is produced annually from The Main Magnetite Seam which
occurs near the base of The Upper Zone Succession
Another Anglo American team was doing similar work in the Western Bushveld, mostly in the
Northam area. However the topography of that area is a relic of the old African landscape and
therefore rock exposures there are very poor or non-existent. The “Old African Landscape” is
approximately the surface of The Supercontinent, Gondwanaland. When it broke up ~100 million
years ago the edge of the newly formed African continent moved inland and now is in the vicinity of
Magnet Heights and Sekhukhuneland.
The work on the Main Magnetite Seam was very well supervised by Dr. Hans Nel who was originally
a mineralogist at The University of Pretoria. He was ably assisted by Mr. Maurice Luyt and the head
of activities in the field was Mr. Piet Marais. The Anglo American Laboratories at Crown Mines in
Johannesburg analysed all of our samples very competently.
In the Eastern Transvaal the Kier’s shop at Magnet Heights, the nearby Jane Furse Hospital and the
Government Administration at Schoonoord were always of real and ongoing assistance to us in the
field and otherwise. I was sent to the Magnet Heights area very largely and fortunately by chance.
During 1963 I spent a year doing a part-time correspondence course towards a degree in commerce
at the University of South Africa.
Though I passed this course at the start of 1963 I then abandoned it and I enlisted at The University
of Pretoria for an MSc degree on the geology of The Magnet Heights area and its surrounds. The
Professor of Geology there was the excellent Late J. Willemse (fig. 17) who, before World War Two,
had studied under the world-class Professor Paul Niggli in Switzerland.
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In late 1964 I moved to the farm Doornkom near
Nylstroom with my team and we were under the Late
Dr. Louis Coetzee. Our job was to explore the
economic potential of old tin workings in Bushveld
Felsite. These were thought to be similar to those
being mined successfully in the nearby operating
Nylstroom Tin Mine.
The mapping on Doornkom, on which we had taken
up options was economically very promising but the
grades of samples taken for tin analyses proved to be
much lower than had been recorded initially in the
reconnaissance samples. This was because the tin
standards used for titration and analyses contained
~0.3% of impurities. This 0.3% came through as tin in
all of the follow-up samples and rendered their tin
contents meaningless very unfortunately indeed. In
fact it scuppered the whole project and also wasted
much time and money.

Fig. 17. Johannes Willemse, M.Sc.
(Pret.), Ph.D. (Zurich), 07.12.1909,27.11.1967. Professor of Geology at
University of Pretoria until his very
sad and sudden death.

While working for Nylstroom Tin my ‘boss’ was The
Late Dr. G. L. Coltzee, who had studied under The
Late Professor E. N. Cameron at University of
Wisconsin USA, greatly helped me in writing up my MSc. on the geology of the Magnet Heights
area.
In the summer of 1964 I had laboratory analyses done for my MSc at the University of Pretoria on
my field rock samples from Magnet Heights. All of the ore microscopy was fascinating and was
wholly new to me. It also yielded new and very interesting results. After several weeks of
concentrated ore microscopy, and the study of the petrology of the silicate rocks and minerals, I
had enough material for my MSc which was then submitted in 1965 to the UP Department of
Geology.
It was judged to merit an MSc with a cum laudi classification. This very thankfully earned me an
Oppenheimer Grant and six months unpaid leave from AAC to do field work for a PhD. This was
done over an area of 550 sq. miles (~1400 sq. km) in The Eastern Bushveld Complex and mostly in
Sekhukhuneland . Also The Geological Survey of South Africa very kindly gave me a grant for doing
this work, as they also wanted the area mapped for themselves.
After doing this major mapping undertaking I then worked very enjoyably with Anglo American
geologist Derek Hall in the Pietersburg area doing regional geologically mapping and prospecting on
the mineral rights on farms owned by Anglo American Corporation.
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6. LONDON 1966-8
In 1963 I met and fell in love with and very thankfully married Christine nee Zickler. We were not
enjoying or coping well with South Africa as it was then so, in August 1966 I applied for a job with
The Geological Survey of Ireland. There was no job available there but, on hearing of our efforts,
Dr. Hans J. Nel, who had been a distinguished ex-Pretoria University Geology lecturer, very kindly
offered us a job with Anglo American International Ltd. which was based in London.
We jumped at this offer though Christine was
pregnant with our second son Stefan at the time.
Earlier our first son Hugh was born in 1964 and had
lived with us in a caravan in Sekhukhuneland (Fig.
18).
In September 1966 we went to Christine’s home in
Germany (Seelbach near The Lorelei Pass Gorge on
The Rhine) I was astonished how friendly everyone
was and realised the two world wars were arguably
terrible mistakes.
I then went to Britain where I started looking for a
house for us to rent. Christine went to Ireland and
on to Athlone where she was welcomed by my late
sister Rosemary and her husband Basil Kearon. He
was a very good maternity doctor and he delivered
our second son Stefan very thankfully without any
problems on 24th September 1966.
I obtained a rental on a very nice house, Saffrons, in
Manor Way, Oxshott in Co. Surrey. We moved in
there in October when Christine, Hugh and Stefan
flew back from Dublin. My Mother also came with
Fig. 18.Christine with Hugh in July 1964
them and we were very glad to have her and
enjoyed her great kindness and desire to help and
be friendly. We had a number of visitors including my late first cousin (Peter) Carmen Molyneux.
The Anglo American Corporation office was in Chancery Lane in Holborn in London and this branch
of the parent company was called Charter Consolidated Ltd. Our exploration company was called
Anglo American International. Also sent from South Africa was a Portuguese geologist, Manuel
D’Oliveira and our task was to make a comprehensive compilation of all of the mineral occurrences
and metal mines in Spain and Portugal.
Our chief geologist was Dr. John Osten, a Hollander who had excellent qualifications and knowledge
of mineral deposits and exploration. From time to time he mentioned mineral deposits, which he
knew of, for example, in Indonesia one of those deposits which was beside Mt. Kinabulu and which
later turned out to be a good porphyry copper mine.
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The headquarters of The British Geological Survey was then in Central London and from there we
obtained much of our British and overseas geological information. I also made a trip to Ireland with
an Institute of Mining and Metallurgy tour of the Irish zinc, copper and lead mines which at that
time were Tynagh, Gortdrum, Silvermines, Ballynoe and Avoca. By February 1967 we had more or
less finished our first assessment on the economic geology of The Iberian Peninsula. Obviously the
best area for mineral exploration there was The Pyrites Belt but as The Plate Tectonics mechanism
had not been confirmed we did not give it the attention and priority that it deserved.
At home in 1967 we had a very good Christmas and opened our presents on Christmas Eve as that
is the German custom. Christine prepared a wonderful meal on Christmas Day and our friend
Michael Delap came to visit us very enjoyably for several days.
In 1967 Charter Consolidated became involved in exploring The Akjoujt Copper Deposit in
Mauretania. Anglo American had developed the Torco (Treatment of Refractory Copper Ores)
process in Zambia (then Northern Rhodesia) to recover copper from oxidised secondary copper
sulphide ore. Our management then looked around the world for similar deposits and, apart from
Akjoujt, The Toquepala Deposit in Peru was also selected as being suitable for treatment by this
process.
In 1967 Chris Pedersen went to Akjoujt in Mauritania to supervise preliminary sampling and
prospecting of The Akjoujt Copper Deposit. It consisted of a hill of oxidised copper mineralisation
extending upwards at a low angle from sulphidic copper ore at depth. The French who had
colonised Mauretania had tried to smelt the oxidised ore in a vertically orientated furnace but had
no success as on heating the ore congealed and simply blocked the furnace.
Nearby is another but unmineralised Guelb (hill)
Chris was having difficulty with breathing in the dusty desert air so in May I was sent out to help
him and take over the exploration work. This partly consisted of cleaning up the French-built plant
and doing reconnaissance work on up to some twenty other copper deposits in the area.
In June Chris went back to London and I was left in charge of geological work at Akjoujt.
After several weeks Christine wrote and said she would like a divorce which, though she had
justification, was a great blow to me. Then a few weeks later I flew back to London to try to
persuade her to change her mind.
Later I bought a house in London (95 Ullswater Crescent, Richmond Park) so that we could have a
place of our own. I wrote and cancelled my PhD at University of Pretoria and was very sad to find
out that shortly before my letter reached him my professor and friend Johannes Willemse had
dropped dead in his office, aged 58.
After a week I went back to Akjoujt in September 1967 and carried on with geological mapping at
which I had found I was good and also very much enjoyed.
When I could not interpret the regional geology around Akjoujt John Osten suggested that I reduce
the scale of my geological maps. I did this substantially and lo and behold all the copper
occurrences in the region revealed themselves as being situated in the same copper mineralised
highly folded carbonate band as is mineralised at Akjoujt. This discovery gave great satisfaction as
the French geologists who had earlier mapped the area in detail did not realise this.
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In 1968 Marcel Jacques who had taken my place suggested that the unmineralised “Southern”
Guelb (hill) near the old Akjoujt mine might have a Cu mineralised carbonate band beneath the
barren and greatly thickened upper carbonate band. Unfortunately drilling in the area disproved
this as the Southern Guelb seems to be completely unmineralised. However it was a very good
suggestion based on sound geological reasoning.
In February 1968 I started work exploring the Minera PbAgZn deposit near Wrexham in
Denbighshire in North Wales. Reportedly it had originally been mined by The Romans, but it had
not been worked for a long time when we were there.
Part of the grant area was on a grouse moor and the agreement was that we would be finished our
mapping and sampling before the grouse started nesting in April. A very nice family the Jenkins,
helped us greatly in obtaining labourers and feeling at home in the area.
We laid out a grid over the old lead and zinc workings and also did geological mapping there. IP
and magnetic surveys were done along surveyed lines ~150m apart. The work was enjoyably done
in reasonable weather and it was finished within the stipulated time
We were looking for zones of mineralisation along faults where mining had previously been
undertaken. However later drilling on magnetic anomalies was unsuccessful so that was the end of
The Minera Project.
I then did a literature search at The British Geological Survey on the mineral deposits of Devon and
Cornwall, Derbyshire and The Pennines areas. In Devon and Cornwall there are Sn-bearing veins
around the Dartmoor Granites, but I came across nothing new of note.
In Derbyshire and The Pennines, in carboniferous limestone, there are a large number of steeply
dipping PbZ ore-bearing veins generally ~1m thick and spaced ~600m apart. I have read that in all
~2 million tons of Pb were mined since Roman times in The Pennines, but individually the deposits
are too small to be of current economic interest.
In May I went to Estoril D’Agneu in Lerida Provence in The Spanish Pyrenees to look at a tungsten
deposit. A similar body to this is known at Salau in France and we had been offered one which I
visited in Spain. However it was very small and not of economic interest.
So it was on with more literature searching until August when John Osten told me he would like me
geologically to map the coastline near The Yorkshire Potash Deposit (now the Sirius Mine) and in
the vicinity of Staithes in East Riding.
I had known the great structural geologist John Ramsey since he had lectured to us in structural
geology at TCD in 1957. He was an excellent professor of structural geology at Imperial College and
he told me how to map joints which, when plotted on a steriogram, would yield information on the
orientations of related faults and the directions of stress etc. The objective of the mapping was to
check if there might be any major faults in the vicinity of the proposed and planned main service
shaft for the very expansive potash mine which was planned to be opened.
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Geological mapping along the coast was done very enjoyably and it was related to geological
mapping that had already been done further inland.
Fortunately, it did reveal the existence of a small but
significant fault intersecting the proposed shaft and this
was most useful information.
Peter Woods who was geologist-in-charge then went on
leave and I was put in charge of the borehole being drilled
within the diameter of the proposed shaft. This borehole
had to be drilled vertically to a depth of 1,220m and had to
stay within a circle of a maximum horizontal radius of 6m.
This 6m would be the radius of the mine shaft to be sunk
later. The very experienced drillers provided excellent
help in correctly directing this borehole. Great foresight
was needed as if one altered the direction of the borehole
too soon the hole would tend to exit on the other side of
the hypothetical 6m radius circle. The borehole could not
be deflected by less than half a degree and using this
criterion the borehole very thankfully was kept within the
hypothetical 12m diameter circle. The reason was that a
borehole later had to be excavated along with the sinking
of the shaft. This is because a short distance vertically
above the potash layer there is a potentially very
dangerous aquifer, the thick Bunter Sandstone the water
of which could readily flood the mine.
This potash-bearing geological succession in Yorkshire is
the western part of The Rothliegendian Basin which is
mined for evaporates and other minerals in Poland and
Germany.

Fig. 19. From left, Dr. Graham
Kearon, my mother, our sons Hugh
and Stefan at Clonmacnoise Abbey
near Athlone in 1972

In August I decided that as things were going so badly for me in England if possible I would return to
The University of Pretoria to finish my PhD.
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7. UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA 1969
I started work for my PhD at the beginning of 1969 and I found my nine months in The Department
of Geology at the University of Pretoria to be very interesting and enjoyable. I had collected my
rock specimens very carefully along surveyed lines in Sekhukhuneland in 1965. Thus when I wrote
abandoning my PhD in late 1967 my friend Gero von Gruenewaldt thought of taking over my rock
specimens as his field area was adjoining mine and also covered the Main and Upper zones of the
Bushveld Complex. However thankfully he did not do this. In fact he greatly helped me with his
excellent mineralogical skills and knowledge in selecting and identifying appropriate samples from
my field specimens for petrological investigations and analyses.
Professor D. J. L. Visser was then the very good head of The Department of Geology and his
excellent staff were Simon Zagt, Carol Snyman, Erik Fortsch, Gero von Gruenewaldt and Gideon
Lourens Jacobs who on request prepared excellent thin and polished rock sections in his groundfloor laboratory.
With my >130 selected rock specimens a challenge was to investigate the ore minerals in them
using polished sections for ore microscope examinations and x-ray analyses. Transparent minerals
were investigated using the universal stage determinations. Also determined were mineral
densities, refractive indices and x-ray characteristics of most of the minerals in the thin sections.
Using the universal stage microscope was initially beyond me and one afternoon I gave up trying to
use it and went back feeling very despondent to my flat in Sunnyside. However after doing some
humdrum work I went back into the Department the next morning, wonderfully everything fell into
place and with great enjoyment and relief I found that I could use the U.S. microscope correctly.
Partly using the displacement of the magnetite seams I discovered the existence of The Sekhukhune
Fault which has a throw of up to 1,800m near the Schoonoord Administration Centre. Discovering
this fault led to a reduction of the earlier stated vertical thickness of this part of the Bushveld
Complex from ~5250m to ~4850m.
My friend Mrs Kath Nimmo later very kindly typed much of the draft of my thesis. Though it was in
The Apartheid Era, South Africans of all backgrounds were very kind and helped me greatly with my
thesis.
Simon Zagt was most instructive in showing me how to determine the composition and density of
minerals and, particularly, of iron-rich olivine crystals.
Erik Fortsch was a real expert with the x-ray machine which was used to determine the
compositions of olivine crystals, and also some ore minerals.
There was a conference on The Bushveld Complex in July 1969 and I presented a paper on my work
on the FeTiV ore minerals of The Upper Zone at Magnet Heights.
I left the University at the end of October and resumed my career with The Anglo American
Corporation. I also proceeded to write up my thesis and, early in 1971 I was able to present to the
university the fifteen copies of my thesis required by them for examiners and other universities.
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8.

8.1

BOTSWANA, WITWATERSRAND BASIN AND THE NAMIB DESERT
1970-4
BOTSWANA 1970-1

On leaving the University of Pretoria at the end of October 1969 my friend The Late Dr. Larry
Whiteside extremely kindly offered me a job with Dirk Diederix in The Anglo American Gold
Division. The work involved prospecting the old disused gold mines in The Francistown Area of
Botswana. I obtained the necessary camping equipment and a caravan and in the New Year headed
for The Dead Mule Ranch north of Francistown. It was owned by Mr. Blaauw and his wife and they
were always very kind and helpful to me. Dirk was based in Francistown with his wife Willomina
and their four boys.
Wendy, nee Pocock, was almost miraculously introduced to me by Bill and Patricia Paterson early in
1969. We went out together for some years and it was my extreme good fortunate that she agreed
to marry me in April 1975. Wendy has never let me down and has quite unselfishly helped me
through many very grave difficulties in my life since then. She was a brilliant cardiologist and is a
Fellow of The Royal College of Physicians in London.
There were about 50 known old gold mines in the Francistown area which is the south-westerly
limit of outcrops of the mineralised Archaean rock formations of Zimbabwe. Where I was in the
north of this mineralised area there were only ~five small gold workings which took several weeks
to map and sample. The bush was lovely – it is made up of mopane trees which preponderate at
this latitude. Wendy came to visit me for a few days which undoubtedly was very enjoyable
indeed.
Once the old gold workings were mapped and sampled, drilling was undertaken. Only the mine
near the Dead Mule Ranch seemed worth drilling and it proved to be uneconomic.
Mr Ted Reinecke came past one day with his wife Loni and a friend in search of ancient
archaeological ruins which are present in the vicinity of most of the old gold workings in Botswana.
There are a much larger number of these ruins on almost all of the old gold mines in Zimbabwe
where they are largely centred on the Zimbabwe Walled Ruins. These ruins originally may have
been built by Indian miners.
Archaeologists believe that these ruins are mostly ~800 years old. It has been suggested that the
old gold mines and accompanying ruins were developed by Arabs and Indians to supply the demand
for gold mostly in India and its surrounds.
I was then transferred to examine a recently discovered uranium deposit at Klein Begin near
Upington in northwest Cape Province of South Africa. Unfortunately when investigated it proved to
be insignificant in extent. However it showed that when uranium in solution migrates along a
drainage channel and meets evaporate gypsum crystals the uranium is precipitated as yellow
uranium oxide (‘gummite’).
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8.2

WITWATERSRAND BASIN 1971-2

In 1971 Dr. Larry Whiteside started a very estimable project which involved the compiling in detail
of all the boreholes which had been drilled into rocks of The Witwatersrand Sedimentary Basin.
This was both in The Orange Free State and The Transvaal provinces.
Tony Knowles was very ably compiling gold boreholes in The Orange Free State and I was given the
job of compiling those situated in the Transvaal Province. Basically it involved finding the owners
of the couple of hundred existing boreholes and plotting and logging their geology in tables as
accurately as possible.
8.3

EXPLORING FOR URANIUM IN THE NAMIB DESERT, 1972-4

In 1972 the Anglo American Corporation Gold Division applied successfully for three grant areas in
Namibia in which to explore for uranium in The Namib Desert generally northeast and east of
Swakopmund.
Anglo American had already explored for uranium in the same area of Namibia in the 1960’s and
during this earlier work Dr.Dave Smith had discovered The Rossing Uranium Deposit which later
became a huge mine owned by The Rio Tinto Corporation. It is reported to be producing ~5% of
the world’s uranium.
We started on The Dorstrivier Grant Area near Usakos and we geologically mapped and
geochemically sampled it along lines ~10km long and ~300m apart.
Only traces of secondary uranium mineralisation were found so we then moved on to the Husab
Grant Area which was situated along the northwest side of The Husab Mountain. We explored this
area and found extensive reserves of low grade secondary uranium mineralisation.
As a result of our work in The Husab Grant Area we then applied for a grant covering a large fold
closure southeast of the small disused Ida Uranium Mine workings. This became The Tubas Area
and we found secondary economically-interesting uranium mineralisation in the westerly-trending
Tubas stream course. Anglo American Laboratories estimated a possible ore tonnage of ~8,000
tons U in the Tubas Area. This was then too low grade (~600 ppm U) but recently these reserves
have been increased to as high as ~18,000 tons U308 and they will be mined profitably in due
course.
There are wonderful concentrations mostly of flamingos and cormorants at the sewage farms at
Swakopmund and at Walvis Bay. The cormorants feed mostly offshore on the large shoals of
pilchards (Sardinops Ocellabus) which lived in the cold Benguela Current which moves northwards
up The Namibian Coast from Antarctica.
Working in The Namib Desert for nearly two years was a wonderful experience. It is a “cold” desert
as the lack of rainfall near the coast of Namibia is mainly due to the influence of the cold Benguela
Current.
Namibia is listed as having about 5% (254,200 tonnes) of the world’s uranium reserves so it is an
excellent venue for uranium exploration.
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9. EXPLORING FOR BUSHVELD SATELLITES, 1974-7
Early in 1974, I invited my sister Joy to South Africa. She had very sadly lost her husband Tony early
in April 1972, aged 48, and was interested in visiting us and in seeing some of the wonderful African
wildlife. However very unfortunately I was not able to fulfil this commitment.
Also my sons Hugh and Stefan were attending Dean Close School in Cheltenham and they had to
leave there as I could not pay the fees any more.
I also very foolishly attempted to join another company and the stress of all these events laid me
low. I had to leave working in the Namib venture due to being depressed, but very kindly Anglo
American Prospecting Services (base metals and uranium) offered me a job looking for CuNi
satellite bodies of mineralised ultramafic Bushveld offshoots in The Floor of The Complex.
This job materialised because recently my friend Dr. Louis Coetzee had passed on to our mineral
exploration partners INCO a reference he had found in the literature reporting that a deposit with
Nickel and Platinum Group Elements had been found on the farm Uitkomst 541JT, on the Eastern
Transvaal Escarpment near Badplaats. This very large low-grade deposit was destined to become
an important and economically viable opencast mine with reserves of >200 million tons and a grade
of ~0.4% Ni.
There were references in the literature to a number of other such bodies which had separated as
discrete satellites beneath The Bushveld Complex and which are slightly or partly mineralised.
At the same time I wanted to marry Wendy Pocock who was a highly qualified cardiologist working
under Dr. John Barlow at The Johannesburg General Hospital. Wendy was living in Johannesburg
and her family also had a lovely beach house looking out to sea at Stillbay ~100km east to
Capetown. I invited Hugh and Stefan to come out from London to meet her, and also to go on a
safari in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) I drove with Hugh and Stefan from Johannesburg to Bulawayo and
Wendy flew the same route. We stayed at her sister Jenifer and her husband John Thompson’s
home in Hillside, Bulawayo and then went to The Chobe Game Reserve. We had a wonderful stay
there where there were many elephants and rhinoceroses. The main highlight of the trip was that
an elephant made a mock charge at our car but thankfully veered off when ~15m away and headed
off into the bush.
We then had a wonderful visit to The Victoria Falls which must be one of the greatest natural
wonders on Earth. (Fig. 20) We also took a trip in a hired boat to Kandahar Island, upstream from
The Falls and we saw there nearly tame monkeys and beautifully coloured birds.
Back in Bulawayo we went to the railway station and Hugh and Stefan helped fuel a steam engine
there which was almost due to leave for Francistown in Botswana.
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Fig. 20. Hugh and Stefan at The Victoria Falls, August 1974
Then Hugh and Stefan returned to London and I took up residence in a bachelor flat in Sunnyside
near the University of Pretoria. The Late Professor Dirk Visser gave me a very nice room in The
Department of Geology. I started compiling
all available references on The Bushveld
Complex and also continued stream sediment
sampling in search of undiscovered Bushveld
Satellites. We knew of a slightly mineralised
Bushveld Satellite on the Farm Blaauwbank
near Haartebestpoort Dam. However when
drilled and sampled it was found to be of too
low grade and tonnage to be economically
viable.
Miraculously Wendy agreed to marry me and
we were married in The Florida Anglican
Church by The Rev. Gale on 4th April 1975.
We then took up residence in a very nice
upper story flat at Hollybank in Rudd Road off
Corlett Drive in Johannesburg.
Katherine was born on 25th July 1977 and has
been a great joy to us ever since (Fig 21)
My boss was now Dr. Dave Smith. Under him
the search for Bushveld Satellites continued
but though some were discovered none
comparable to the Uitkomst Intrusion was
found.

Fig. 21. Katherine in tree in our garden at
Ladbroke Lane, Johannesburg in 1982
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At the same time in late 1974 my friend Dr Gerhard van Gruenewaldt set up The Institute for
Research on the Bushveld Complex and it was an adjunct to the Department of Geology at
University of Pretoria. It did excellent work and attracted a number of visiting professors mostly
from Great Britain, the USA and Germany. It closed in 1992 and left a valuable legacy of geological
maps and reports in The Department.
It is not yet possible to estimate the amount of The Bushveld Complex which has been eroded away
but the ultramafic and mafic magma in it may originally have amounted to as much as a million or
more cubic kilometres of magma. This amount of magma would have taken thousands of years to
crystallise and the result of this was that most of the chromite, which has a very high melting point,
was concentrated in seams in the lower part of The Complex.
As a result of this unique separation in The Bushveld Complex into its individual components it
contains approximately the following concentration of metals:
Vanadium
Platinum Group Metals
Chromite

~ 50% of The World’s reserves;
~ 70% of The World’s reserves;
~ 80% of The World’s reserves.

By September 1977 I had finished looking for Bushveld Satellites and I opted to go to work in The
Barberton Mountainland. David Dingemans was already installed there in a camp near the Three
Sisters Mountain and was doing excellent work looking for base and precious metals.

Fig. 21a. Left to right: Ms Susan Thompson, Mrs Marjorie Pocock, Mrs Jennifer Thompson, Mrs
Wendy Molyneux, Mr. John Thompson, Mr. Frank Pocock.
This picture was taken at Stillbay which is a very special place for Wendy and her family, some of
whom have built their own houses there. Her grandmother (Louvens) on her mother’s side lived in
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nearby Riversdale and that motivated the building of a beach house facing the shore of the Indian
Ocean.
Stillbay is a very attractive place as the ocean consists of the warm Indian Ocean Current coming
down originally from The Tropics. The current travels westwards to join the cold Antarctic Current
in the vicinity of The Cape Peninsula.
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10. MINERAL EXPLORATION IN THE BARBERTON MOUNTAINLAND AND
IN THE CENTRAL AND WESTERN TRANSVAAL. 1977-1984.
10.1

MINERAL EXPLORATION IN THE BARBERTON MOUNTAINLAND 1977-80

I started geochemical soil sampling in The Barberton Mountainland along lines approximately 1km
apart. These rocks are among the oldest and most interesting rocks of Archean age (~3 to 3.5
billion years old) in the world.
Other companies like Phelps Dodge had been exploring for minerals in The Barberton Area for
some time so the best approach for us seemed to be geochemically to sample all of the favourable
rock formations more or less regardless of what ground the other companies held. Initial
reconnaissance geochemical stream sediment sampling of the whole mountainland had been very
well done for AAPS by Dr Tony Gallon and his field assistant Mr Dave Coxford.
The very talented young geologist David Dingemans was working with us and he had already
started stream sediment sampling with his team in The Three Sisters area. As a result of this work
they located The Three Sisters zinc-lead-gold mineralisation which was later proved to consist of ~3
million tons of rock grading several percent of Zn and ~1g/t Au.
10.2 MINERAL EXPLORATION IN THE CENTRAL AND WESTERN TRANSVAAL FROM 1981-4.
Ken Neale took my place at Barberton in the beginning of 1981 and we moved back to
Johannesburg and bought a house at 15 Ladbroke Lane in Winston Ridge, near Corlett Drive. The
house had been inherited by Dr Bob Gait on the death of his father. Bob Gait is a geologist and he
was working for The De Beers Corporation in Tanganyika (Tanzania) where I met him in 1961. It
was at the time of independence and he was set upon by an enraged mob while he was taking a
sample for diamond analysis. He was beaten and knocked down but he managed to make his way
to a nearby church mission station. However they refused to let him in on the grounds that it
would damage their image with the local population. However very fortunately a local African with
a car befriended him and drove him to safety. He decided that he had had enough of that kind of
life and went to Canada to study for a PhD instead.
Tony Knodl was my field officer and with his training in The Boy Scouts, etc. he proved to be a real
success. We started work on farm Welgevonden 353 neat Nylstrom where Anglo American owned
the mineral rights and where there is a disused old tin mine.
We had no success on Welgevonden so we moved to the farm Eerstepoort north of Groot Marico
in The Western Transvaal and owned by the Laubshers. Soil geochemical sampling there proved
that the known lead and zinc mineralisation in the Malmani Dolomite is of too low a grade to be or
economic interest.
At this time Katherine attended The Lord Milner Boarding School situated near Warmbaths in South
Africa and she made very good progress there.
Next we attempted to explore the economic potential of the farm Weenen near Potgietersrus
(Phokwane) and we had a very nice campsite there near the foot of wooded hills.
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The copper mineralisation in the rocks there above the Malmani Dolomite proved to be of very low
grade. To try something new we sampled the basal beds of the Transvaal Succession where they
rest on Archaean Granite on the farm Eersteling, and also on the farm Platnek near Zebediela.
As a result of regional sampling we picked up weathered sulphides on one of our traverses and this
helped open up a new realm of base metal and uranium exploration activity in the Zebediela area.
This copper and uranium mineralisation has a resemblance to that in The Zambian Copperbelt
though it is of a lower grade and is more limited in extent.
Our team subsequently drilled several boreholes into this mineralisation and the best intersection
obtained had a grade of ~0.5% Cu and ~500ppm U over an interval of ~40m. At that time (1984)
this was not of economic importance but I have read that recently (2014) there is renewed interest
in the economic potential of the area.
At that time De Beers Consolidated Mines shared an office with our Anglo American Prospecting
Services (AAPS) team. They were regionally sampling the Transvaal in search of kimberlite pipes
and diamonds and while doing this they located the excellent Venetia Diamond Mine near the
border with Zimbabwe. Alluvial diamonds had first been located near there in the vicinity of The
Limpopo River in 1906.
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11. MY ASSIGNMENT AS ACTING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY
FOR TWO SEMESTERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON IN SEATTLE,
1984-5.
In August 1972 I presented a paper on the economic geology of the Bushveld Complex at The 24th
International Geological Congress in Montreal Canada. When there I met Professor Eric Cheney
who was Head of the Department of Economic Geology at The University of Washington in Seattle,
USA (Fig. 22). We went on guided tours in Canada to see the geology of the Elliott Lake and Blind
River conglomeratic uranium deposits. These somewhat resemble the Witwatersrand gold and
uranium deposits in South Africa.
We also visited the very important Sudbury Nickel deposits in Canada and which seems to have
been formed by a meteorite impact with The Earth ~1.9 billion years ago.
When we parted Eric said that he would like to come and do some geological work in South Africa then about ten years later in 1983 I renewed contact with him and very sadly he had just lost his
wife. However he said he would still be delighted to visit South Africa on an exchange basis with
me.
My friend The Late Louis Murray was in charge of The AAC Geological Department and he granted
me six months unpaid leave to take up this offer. Eric said that I could have his salary while I was
there and my friend Dennis Toens offered him a generous grant from the South African Department
of Atomic Energy to come to South Africa.

Fig. 22. Part of the campus of The University of Washington, Seattle, U.S.A. in 1984
In August 1984 we headed off to Seattle via New York and Toronto where my first wife Christine
and my sons Hugh (then 20) and Stefan (then 18) were living. I did not have enough money to pay
their Canadian university fees and, as a consequence, Hugh had left The University of Toronto and
was working in a supermarket. However very kindly Dr. Ray Davies who was in charge of Anglo
American’s mineral exploration office in Toronto said that he would give Hugh and Stefan jobs
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doing mineral exploration work in the Canadian bush. De Beers were taking concentrate samples in
search of diamonds, and also geological soil samples, for the AAC Gold and Base Metal Section, of
which Ray was in charge.
Their work involved panning these concentrate samples for alluvial gold after they had been tested
by the diamonds exploration team for kimberlite indicator minerals. Their accommodation in the
bush was all-found so they could save about $1600 a month and this very fortunately paid for
Hugh’s university fees studying geology at the University of Toronto, and for Stefan to do an arts
degree at McGill University in Montreal.
This was a very exciting undertaking and it was also venturing out of my field as I had not previously
given such a long series of lectures (~15 for each of the two semesters). Very fortunately in the
autumn (Michaelmas) semester I had only five students doing the undergraduate course which was
on the economic geology of mineral deposits. On the positive side I had an excellent assistant Tom
Dube who helped me greatly. There was also the excellent technician Dave McDougal who very
competently prepared rock sections and slides and diagrams for projection (Fig. 27)
Outside help came from The Late Dr. John Sims who was then lecturing at the University of Alaska
in Fairbanks. He very kindly came and gave a very good talk on the mineral deposits of Alaska and it
was very well received.
The Late Professor A. A. (Al) Levinson was then Professor of Geochemistry at The University of
Calgary in the Canadian State of Saskatchewan. He very kindly came and gave a very good talk on
the mode of concentration of uranium mineralisation beneath peat bogs.
During the Christmas holidays, with Wendy and Katherine, we drove south via Tonepah to visit The
Jerome Copper Mine in Arizona. We then went to The Grand Canyon and Bryce Canyon and to the
huge Bingham open-pit porphyry copper mine southwest of Salt Lake City in Utah State. We then
visited the Dee Gold Mine and The Carlin gold mineralisation trend in Northeast Nevada.
It was a great trip supported by Wendy and Katherine and it provided me with valuable new
material for my Hilary Term set of lectures.
All members of the geological staff at The University of Washington were always extremely kind
and helpful. Particularly Professor Tom Dunne, a graduate of Cambridge University (UK) and who
had written an excellent book on Hydrology and was also acting Head of Department. Professors
Steve Porter, Alan Boudreau, Stuart McCallum and Tony Irving et al also helped me unstintingly.
It was a much bigger Department of Geology, at Seattle, than I had ever previously experienced
and, for example, there were twenty-six lecturers and professors with PhDs. There was also the
excellent Suzallo Library with an outstanding range of geological literature, and always helpful staff.
Soon after we arrived in Seattle we made a boat trip to Victoria Island which is the capital of British
Columbia State, and is the site of the famous Burchart Gardens.
In Seattle we also visited a local Native American museum and park where we were made most
welcome. A lady told us The Native Americans were trying to restore their earlier lives of harmony
with Nature.
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On the forested Pacific Coast there were trees broken off ~3-5m from the ground by a tsunami a
few hundred years ago. This was known to the Native Americans but not to the European settlers
who only came into the area in the nineteenth century. As the northerly extension of the San
Andreas Fault which produced the tsunami is about 150km offshore, when it moves again a repeat
may ensue and huge resulting floods and tsunamis may devastate coastal areas of Washington
State.
When we finished our assignment at The University of Washington in April 1985 we visited Peru
and, among other things, spent a night there at the wonderful Machu Picchu ruins.
We then flew on to Rio De Janeiro in Brazil and from where I made a trip to look at the very
interesting Morro Velho Gold Mine. It had been bought by Anglo American Corporation in 1971
on the advice of Dr Larry Whiteside who was consulting geologist for the Gold Division in South
Africa.
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12. GEOLOGICAL WORK AT WELKOM AND CARLETONVILLE 1985-9
When we returned to South Africa from The USA in April 1985 I went back to the Anglo American
Prospecting Services office in Verwoerdburg. I had been told in 1984 before I went to Seattle that,
when I came back, I had to find an economically viable mine in The Transvaal within a period of six
months or become redundant.
When we came back to South Africa Dr. Brian King was in charge of The Verwoerdburg Office and
he very kindly sent me to the farm Flynn in the Wolkberg (Transvaal) Formation near Haenertzburg
and where there is a small disused gold mine.
My spirits, which had been depressed while I was lecturing at Seattle, rose again and with a good
team of Africans I set about sampling a grid on Flynn, and exploring the mineralised rock succession
in the area.
I then received a note stating that, as from 31st July 1985, I was redundant, but I did not want to
accept this.
Very fortunately my friend Clem (Christopher) Sunter was on the board of Anglo American
Corporation and I asked him for help which he very kindly obtained by phoning the then AAC
Chairman Mr. Gavin Relly who was on business in Australia.
After about a week Dr F.W.D (Des) Horscroft, Head of The Anglo American Gold Geology Division,
under Dr Des (F.W.D.) Horscroft most kindly told me that he had a job for me training young
geologists who had recently started working on The Witwatersrand Gold Mines. There was a very
considerable turnover of these younger geologists mainly because on the goldmines geologists
were regarded simply as technicians, and therefore, for example, were on a par with samplers and
surveyors.
I was very pleased with the offer though I had little experience on the gold mines or knowledge of
what the job might entail.
I asked for an office at Welkom in the Central Geological Office where geologists Roddy McLennon
and Mike Thomas were most kind and helpful in every way. I started trying to prepare teaching
modules but became bogged down partly as I simply did not know if these would be of any use and
also what was actually required.
I visited the different Anglo American gold mines offices and was treated very kindly by everyone I
met. I had rented a flat in Welkom and each weekend I flew back and forward on the Anglo
American aeroplane to and from our home in Johannesburg.
By the Christmas holidays I was making no progress and was very depressed. Nonetheless we
headed off on a family holiday at Blind River near Port Elizabeth to a holiday lodge very kindly made
available to us by Ms. Marjorie Pocock who was Wendy’s first cousin.
After the holiday I returned to Welkom but by the end of February I was defeated by the job. I had
to go back to Johannesburg and went into hospital for a few weeks to recover my spirits.
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Dr Des. Horscroft, my boss and who is a thorough gentleman, then extremely kindly offered me a
completely different job looking after a deep drilling program which was in progress to intersect the
Ventersdorp Contact Reef on The Elandsrand and Western Ultra-deeps lease areas. I accepted this
with very sincere thanks and he said that I could drive the eighty odd kilometres there and back
daily and thus be based at home. Mike Mellody was also commuting daily from Johannesburg to
The Carletonville area so for some months we shared our transport there and back.
The new job was quite straightforward and the supervisors and drillers of Boart Drilling Company
were very helpful and competent, and I always had good relations with them. To make a long story
short, the job went well and my friend from Botswana Mr. Ted Reinecke, who was in charge of
personnel for AAC at Carletonville, obtained my co-worker Bob Lavery and myself an excellent
office on The Elandsrand Gold Mine.
I am extremely grateful to Terry Chisholm who was in charge of the Elandsrand Mine geology and
Hugh Elliott who was in overall charge of AAC geology in the whole Carletonville area.
After some months my spirits were completely restored and, as well as supervising the deep drilling
program (up to 4,000m deep) with Bob Lavery, I started compiling the geology and ore grades of
the Ventersdorp Reef in the Carletonville area. Thus very thankfully things went well for me with
this interesting project and I cannot sufficiently thank my friend Des Horscroft for giving it to me.
In 1989 on the very sad and sudden death of Dr. Louis Coetzee (he, very sadly, dropped dead in the
Anglo American H.O.). My friend Roy Corrans took over control of the AAC Base Metals Division
and he very kindly asked me to join his team and do research on the economic potential of the
whole Bushveld Complex. This marked the end of my very enjoyable job with The Gold Division.
In February and March 1988 I and my friend Erhart Kostlin and my sister Joy went on a wonderful
hike in Nepal with a group organised by The Mountain Travel Group from Jiri near Kathmandu to
Kalapattar which is~300m above the Everest Base Camp. It was a wonderful trip and Col. Roberts,
manager of Mountain Travel could not have done a better job (Figs. 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27).
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Fig. 23. Plume of cloud blowing from Mount
Everest in February 1988
Fig. 24. Erhart Kostlin (in red), Devendra
Bastnet (in blue) and Ang Nima (in brown) at
Kalapattar above the Everest Base Camp in
March 1988

Fig. 25. Our entire group with guides and porters near Namche Bazaar in March 1988. Joy and
Erhart are beside Ang Nima (in yellow)
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Fig. 27. Picture of Namche Bazaar with an
“Abominable Snowman” on the top of the
mountains

Fig. 26. Ceremonial Procession for the Birthday
of The Royal Prince in Kathmandu in March 1988

In October 1989 Hugh and his fiancée Sujata Malik were married in a large and extremely moving
ceremony in Toronto. I attended the wedding from South Africa and my sisters Joy and Maeve and
her husband Jock were also there
as at that time as they were on
holiday in Canada (Fig. 28).

Fig. 28. Christine (on left) with
Hugh, Sujata and myself at their
wedding in Toronto on 7
October 1989

Stefan was also there and some
time later qualified with a degree
in Arts from The National Theatre
School of Canada in Montreal .
He has real literary ability
probably inherited from his
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grandfather Arthur Zickler who was the leading writer in Germany in 1938. Stefan’s best book may
be Revolutions by PublishAmerica Book Publishers in 2002 ISBN 1-59129-463-0. 773pp.

Fig.29. Stefan at The National Theatre School of Canada which he was attending in 1986.
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13. WORKING ON THE ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF THE BUSHVELD
COMPLEX 1989-91
This was a great opportunity for me as I had been working intermittently on the Bushveld Complex
since 1961.
I think very wisely AAC decided that as The Witwatersrand Goldmines were getting deeper and less
profitable, it would be a good move to invest in The Bushveld Platinum Group Metals. I was
therefore asked by Mr Roy Corrans to become involved in this investigation.
AAC’s subsidiary Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Co. had been looking after The Group’s
PGM interests which were primarily in The Rustenburg area. AAC therefore decided to dissolve JCI
and set up Anglo-Platinum instead.
Strikes were a serious problem but reportedly in 2012 Anglo American Platinum dismissed ~12,000
striking miners. They also expanded their opencast PGM mining in The Polokwane (Potgietersrus)
Area where there are very large low-grade PGM reserves (Mogalakwena Project).
By 2017 Amplats was reportedly producing ~37% of the world’s PGM output. In turn, the whole
Bushveld Complex produced ~70% of the entire world’s PGM output.
The main Bushveld PGM reefs are the UG2 Chromite Seam and The Merensky Reef and with
shallow dips they have very large and fairly accessible reserves.
I also wrote reports on The Bushveld’s Chromite reserves (~80% of world’s total) the Platinum
Group Metals and The Titanomagnetite reserves (~50% of the world’s total V reserves)
I finished my reports on the economic geology of The Bushveld Complex and at the end of March
1991 I was offered very generous early retirement. This was a particularly kind arrangement as I
was also given the five years I had not worked to the normal retirement age of sixty.
I cannot thank Anglo American fully or enough for their very great kindness and support to me
during my thirty two year career with them. The Group was run mostly by graduates of Oxford
University and they adhered to and maintained very high standards of every kind.
Thus ended the, at times, most exciting and rewarding part of my life which I had spent working for
AAC and De Beers.
Then, very fortunately my friend The Late Dr Erik Hammerbeck who was in charge of the economic
mineral section of The Council for Geoscience (Geological Survey) gave me a contract to work with
his group.
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14. WORKING FOR THE COUNCIL FOR GEOSCIENCE, BASED AT
SILVERTON PRETORIA, 1991-3
Dr. Erik Hammerbeck whom I had known since he was doing his M.Sc. thesis on The Steelpoort
Granite on the Farm Zwartkop 142JS and its surrounds in 1964 was head of the minerals section at
The Council for Geoscience (Geological Survey) in Silverton, east of Pretoria. I asked him if he had
any work for me and very kindly he said he would like me to compile reports on the magnesite and
kieselguhr deposits in RSA.
Working on these was very interesting and there was plenty of relevant information available about
them in the literature. I had finished these small reports by about August and I was then given a
bigger and much more significant task of compiling a report on the economic geology of 1:250,000
scale Geological Sheet 2428. Thankfully this also went well and at the same time I began to feel
that I would like to try to work as a private geological consultant.
While working at The Council it became evident that it was possible for us to return to Ireland
provided I would be able to do some geological consulting work there. Familywise it would be good
for our daughter Katherine (15) who could attend Sunbeam House in Bray. It was a major decision
as we had a very comfortable home in Ladbroke Lane near Corlett Drive.
We went to Stillbay at the end of 1993 and from there I went to Ireland for a week to stay with my
sister Joy in Bray, Co. Wicklow. She was most kind and the weather was perfect. The whole social
atmosphere was very positive and therefore it seemed a good idea to move our base to Bray.
Concerning our blocked assets in South Africa, Wendy organised for Mr Ronnie Vorster to build a
house at Stillbay with our financial assets which were blocked and we moved furniture there which
we did not want to take to Ireland. Naomi Friend helped us greatly in setting up the house at
Stillbay and she was always kind and a very good friend.
At The Council, early in 1993, I finished compiling the economic geology of the 1:250,000 scale
Geological Sheets 2428 and 2528. This work had taken me the best part of two years and was very
enjoyable and in my field of interest.
In doing my work at The Council, I would like to thank all of the people I worked with and met there
for their friendliness, helpfulness and kindness at all times. I finished at The Council at the end of
March 1993 and we left for Ireland in the end of May 1993.
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15. BASED IN BRAY, IRELAND 1994-2010
I got an excellent contract from Mr Roy Corrans of Anglo American Prospecting Services (AAPS) in
mid-1993 to do work at The BRGM (French Overseas Geological Survey). It is situated in Orleans,
France and I was asked to collect there as much economically oriented information as possible on
the mineral deposits of Central, East, West and North Africa. I spent a very enjoyable week there
collecting the required economic geological information nearly all with the competence, kindness
and help of Dr Jean-Claude Bidet. I stayed in a very nice boarding house and spent the evenings
writing up my notes for each day.
We then went to Ireland and stayed with my sister Joy in Bray, Co Wicklow. We looked around and
went to Sunbeam House, the head of which was Mr David Giles who was a friend of Joy’s. It is for
disadvantaged people and seemed a very suitable place for our daughter Katherine to attend. We
spent a month in Ireland in 1993 and mostly with my sister Rosemary and her family in Athlone,
Co. Westmeath.
In September 1998 we returned to South Africa and I started writing up my report for Roy Corrans
on the mineral deposits of Central and Northern Africa.
In March 1994 Wendy agreed that we would move to Ireland, for which I will always be extremely
grateful, and we started arranging things and planning in that direction.
Towards the end of May our smaller items of furniture were packed to go to Ireland and my Late
sister Joy extremely kindly put us and our furniture up in her house in Bray for four months while
we house-hunted.
In November we moved into the very nice semi-detached house we had bought at 74 Ripley Hills in
Bray. Wendy had been working at St. James Hospital in Dublin and I was trying to familiarise
myself with the local geological scene. Katherine went to Newcourt School and we were most
grateful that she was made very welcome there. Very thankfully we settled in and our very kind
neighbours made us feel at home.
I was invited to join in some veteran rowing at Islandbridge with The Old Collegians Boat Club. I
was made most welcome there and we raced in and won a few short veteran races 500m long.
In 1996 I was invited to join in a veteran VIII to row in the Veteran World Championships to be held
later that year in Budapest. However, very unfortunately, I could not deliver what was required at
that level so I had to opt out of the crew. I therefore unfortunately let the crew down very badly.
In mid-1997 I decided to go back to do more geological mapping in The Eastern Bushveld Complex.
My friend Erhart Kostlin obtained for me the necessary geological photographs of the area of a few
thousand km2 where I planned to work. In July I went to South Africa and doing the rounds I went
in to see Mr Roy Corrans, Head of the New Mining Base Metals Division in the AAC Head office in
Main Street, Johannesburg. Very kindly he asked me to do some geological mapping on and around
the Anglo American owned farm Clapham 118KT north of Steelpoort. He provided an excellent
vehicle and equipment and I very happily headed east and based myself near Burgersfort. I started
geological mapping at the best time of the year which is in the South African winter. I did some
regional mapping and greatly enjoyed being back again in The Bushveld Complex. Over the next few
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years at intervals I did much more of this, always in the east where the Drakensberg Escarpment is
vigorously eroding The Bushveld Complex.
I returned to Johannesburg and wrote up what I had done. I also wrote a report on gold deposits
worldwide with recommendations where Anglo American should work and explore preferentially.
I then returned to Ireland early in 1998 and looked around for projects I could do from there. I also
did some reading on the history of geology in the excellent TCD Lecky Library, and in The Geological
Survey of Ireland in Beggars Bush, Ballsbridge, Dublin.

Fig.30. From left to right: Katherine, Wendy, her sister Lisette and her Late Husband Samuel Liff
in Trinity College Dublin in June 1994.
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16

TRIPS TO ALGERIA, 2006; IRAN, 2007; MOROCCO, 2008; AND SYRIA,
2009;

ALGERIA
In 2006 I went to a geological conference (IGCP 485 Algiers, 2006) in Algeria. The main purpose of
this visit was to go on a field trip to The Hoggar Mountains in Southern Algeria. This field trip
proceeded from Tamanrasset and was very ably conducted by Dr John Boissonnas. There are some
wonderful rock formations in The Hoggar and they look particularly dramatic at sunset and in
moonlight (Fig. 31).

Fig.31. Geologists participating in the IGCP 485 Conference, walking in The Hoggar Mountains
near Tamanrasset in Algeria in 2007
There are large faults in The Hoggar which extend approximately SSW towards the gold-bearing
regions of Ghana. Therefore there is a possibility of finding economically viable gold deposits along
the lengths of these faults.
IRAN
In 2007 a most interesting interlude was spending two months in Iran supervising a diamond drilling
program. Entrepreneur John Teeling asked me to go there where he had a drilling project in
progress. The Persian Gold Project consisted of drilling a Peruvian-Yanacocha-type porphyry gold
deposit. This was the follow-up of an earlier surface geochemical survey conducted in the area. I
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was asked to go there by Dr.John Teeling as I had an Irish passport whereas the American geologist
intended for the job was not able to go there at that time for political reasons.
The drilling project was at Chah-y-zard near Hassanabad in Central Iran. Though The Sar Chesmah
porphyry deposit which is further to the southwest was/is economically viable, The Chah-y-zard
occurrence did not prove to have any worthwhile gold mineralisation or tonnage associated with it.
MOROCCO
Wendy and I made a private trip to Morocco in 2008. We met our friends Zoura and Nasser
Erramiez at their university in El Jadida and had a very nice visit and look around there. We went
on a bus trip to Marrakech and then on a large circuit and back to Casablanca.
We saw interesting dyeworks near Marrakech where clothes etc. are dyed in huge tanks.
The standard of farming we saw was high and, for example, we saw very large fields of tomatoes
being grown largely for export.
On the last day we went up into The Atlas Mountains and much enjoyed the unspoilt nature and
snowfields there.
SYRIA
Very fortunately we made a trip to Damascus in Syria before all the present-day troubles had
started. As everyone knows it is a very beautiful and blessed country with mainly kind and friendly
people who made us feel most welcome and at home. We made a bus trip south from Damascas to
Aquaba and en route stopped off at The Dead Sea. We had the customary swim there and
regretted that The Dead Sea is predicted to dry up by ~2050. However perhaps this could be
prevented by letting in seawater from the much higher Mediterranean Sea?
On returning to Damascus we made an overnight trip to the Roman ruins at Palmyra and they are
very fine indeed.
It is evident that we are lovers of The Islamic World where we were treated with kindness and
courtesy everywhere we went.
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17. WORKING INTERMITTENTLY IN THE BUSHVELD COMPLEX FROM
1998-2009
In 1998 I resumed geological mapping of The Bushveld Complex in The Steelpoort Valley and in
Sekhukhuneland. Having done some intermittent Bushveld work, in 2005 my friend Professor Pat
Eriksson, Acting HOD of The Department of Geology at the University of Pretoria invited me to take
up residence there. I was very pleased to do this and I started compiling on 1:50,000 scale all of the
available field geology of the ultramafic and mafic parts of The Eastern Compartment of The
Bushveld Complex. It was in my field of interest as, at intervals, I had mapped about one fifth of its
outcrop since first working there in 1961.
Pat then asked The Late Mrs Magda Geringer in the University of Pretoria Department of
Geography if she would draft the complete geological map for publication purposes. She very
kindly agreed to do this and by 2008 she had produced a wonderful end-product which she said
took her to the very limits of her resources and abilities. Very sadly she died a short time later. Pat
edited her finished map and the accompanying booklet and in 2009 it was published with the ISBN
Number 978-1-86854-692-3. It contains several cross sections/profiles and ~40 geological
photographs.
PHOSIRI DOME
At this time I gave to my most capable entrepreneur friend, Mr Mike Scott, field information I had
obtained which indicated that The Merensky Reef and UG2 seam are upwarped around The Phosiri
Dome in the vicinity of the farm Spelonk 478KS. He then initiated a drilling program which very
excitingly and successfully located The Merensky Reef and UG2 at shallow to medium depths. The
platiniferous reefs are updomed here to within a few hundred metres of the surface. The probable
new mine he discovered in the Spelunk area might have total PGM reserves of up to 20 million
ounces.
He sold ~70% of its equity to The Village Main Gold Mine for them to develop it to the production
stage.
Mike’s finding of this new PGM deposit lifted a very great weight off my mind as I had been working
with only medium success in The Eastern Bushveld Complex since 1961.
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18.

BASED IN BRAY, IRELAND FROM 2010 TO THE PRESENT TIME (JUNE 2018)

In 2010 Wendy, Katherine and I joined Lisette and Sam Liff for a most enjoyable trip on The Canal
Du Midi in Southern France. We started at Port Cassafieres and travelled westwards for seven days
by stages up to Castelnaudery. We went in a Calipso boat which was very pleasant to travel in and
live on.
The canal was built by the French to connect their Mediterranean coast to that of The Atlantic, to
pre-empt French shipping possibly being harried or trapped by enemies in The Straights of
Gibraltar.
In 2011 I thought that I could compile the geology of The Western and Potgietersrus (Mokopane)
compartments of The Bushveld Complex. Very unfortunately I invited my son Hugh to come and
join us from Toronto which he did, but when I started the work I found that what I planned to do
was not possible. This is because in The Western and Northern Transvaal, due to the relative
flatness of the terrains, the rock exposures are very poor and so relatively little detailed geological
mapping is possible in these parts of The Complex.
Back in Ireland we started rebuilding our lives and for a start I tried to put together a version of the
history of our branch of The Molyneux Family from 1066 when our ancestor Robert De Moulin
came to England with William the Conqueror, to the present time.
I then attempted a write-up on different aspects of The Rare Earth Elements which has some good
parts but it suffered in trying to cover such a large and crucially important family of elements.
I have been involved in mineral exploration work and assessments for a mining company, the Irishbased Great Western Mining Company who have 73km2 of claims in the Marietta Region on The
Howard-Lane Trend in Western Nevada.
It is a source of great pleasure and satisfaction that I advised my employer The Anglo American
Corporation, in 1991, to invest heavily in Bushveld Platinum Group Metals.
It is also extremely pleasing that my friend Mike Scott by following my directions found a potential
PGE mine by drilling in The Phosiri Dome. This is because The Eastern Bushveld has been my
principal geological interest since I first worked there in 1961. I did both of my theses there and
now hopefully have also been involved in finding a PGM (Phorisi) Mine.
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21. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND THANKS
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to many very fine people who have helped me in many
different ways throughout my whole life. However I have not mentioned here many people who
have helped me greatly.
Obviously my parents, Ernest and Marjorie, must be foremost for having given me a wonderful
education and upbringing.
My Father was a very brave man and he survived being wounded twice in his aeroplane in The
Royal Flying Corps in World War One. He had a bullet ricochet off his left wrist but he managed
successfully to land his aeroplane using only his right hand.
He also reportedly received four bullets in his back and which had gone through the observer in the
rear and then lodged in my Father’s back.
He was back in Ireland during The 1916 Easter Uprising and formed part of a guard camped on the
playing fields of TCD. Very fortunately the place was not a target for The IRA so he did not very
thankfully become involved in military conflict.
My mother Marjorie, nee Hannon, was beautiful as are most of the Hannon family. She played the
piano well and was a very good gardener. She loved hockey when she was young, and for a while
played for The Midlands of Ireland.
My three sisters, Joy (Marjorie, deceased), Rosemary (deceased) and Maeve (91) and their families
have helped me very greatly and have never let me down, particularly when I have been in great
difficulties. I will not mention any of their achievements but they were/are all real winners in their
own ways.
Educational centres, particularly Portora Royal School, Trinity College, Dublin and The University of
Pretoria, South Africa have contributed far more to my education than I can ever fully thank them
for.
The Anglo American Corporation of South Africa and De Beers Consolidated Mines have
contributed hugely by employing me as a geologist for 32 years and then giving me a very generous
pension.
My two wives, Christine and Wendy, apart from parenting our three wonderful children, Hugh,
Stefan and Katherine, have accompanied me and supported me in different ways, and have done
much more for me than I can ever thank them for.
I would like to give a special thank you to my niece Heather Brown for typing, support and advice.
Some other people not mentioned have helped me very kindly and immeasurably and all are very
warmly thanked for what they have done for me to help me.
A final note of great esteem is for my very famous Professor of Physics at TCD, Ernest T.S. Walton
(1904-1991) who stated profoundly: “One way to study the mind of The Creator is to study His
Creation”.
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22. ADDENDUM TO MEMOIRS AS SET DOWN HERE
This write-up is of my selected memories put together in March 2018.
It is a somewhat idealised picture of my life as I have suffered from depression at intervals since I
was twenty years old. However it constituted a long and, at times, painful journey from darkness
into long periods of wonderful light.
Working for The Anglo American Corporation very largely made my life because they treated me so
very well from 1959 to 1991. I owe more to them than I can ever say.
My main underlying motivation has been to forward the objectives of my family. We sold our
remaining two farms on the death of my father in June 1956. My main objective has mostly been
to restore the fortunes of our family from being losing landowners to becoming educated people
with good qualifications.
My first wife Christine (nee Zickler), in the five years that we were married, gave me great support
in the African Bush. She also typed by MSc. Thesis very competently and efficiently. We have two
wonderful sons: Hugh (b. 1964) and Stefan (b. 1966) who are mostly a great joy to us.
My present wife of 43 years, Wendy Ann (nee Pocock), has miraculously never let me down. She
was a brilliant cardiologist who did excellent work in South Africa and later in Ireland, where she
retired in 2011.
We have a lovely daughter Katherine Ann (b. 1977) who is a great joy to us and to many others as
well.
I was extremely fortunate that Wendy married me as she has coped wonderfully with some severe
bouts of depression I have had and for this I can never fully thank her.
This, very briefly, is the story of my life.
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